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I. STATEMENT OF ISSUES

1. Did the District Court err in granting summary judgment on Alexis

Nunez’s negligence per se claim?

2. Was there sufficient evidence of “actual malice” to justify the

jury’s award of punitive damages?

3. Did the District Court err in holding the statutory cap on punitive

damages unconstitutional under the Montana Constitution?

4. Does the punitive damages award against Watchtower Bible and

Tract Society of New York, Inc. (“Watchtower”), violate federal constitutional

standards?

II. STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This case involves a $35 million verdict—$31 million in punitive

damages—for negligence per se against entities associated with Jehovah’s

Witnesses for allegedly failing to comply with Montana’s child abuse reporting

statute.  Jehovah’s Witnesses recognize that Scripture “[o]bligates them to be

obedient to the law,” including reporting statutes.  Trial Tr. Vol. 1, 241:9-16,

Sept. 24, 2018.  If the law says clergy must report abuse, they report it.

Montana’s reporting statute requires clergy to report abuse unless the

information is “confidential.”  Here, after confidentially learning of years-old
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abuse, elders of a local Montana congregation sought advice from legal counsel

to know whether they had a legal duty to report.  The attorney advised them,

correctly, that they had no such duty.

This brief demonstrates that, contrary to the judgment below, Defendants

did not violate the reporting statute.  And even if they did, there is no evidence

they acted with the “actual malice” necessary to justify punitive damages, and

especially not the unlawful and shockingly excessive award of $31 million in

punitive damages.

The facts are simple.  In 2004, siblings Peter McGowan, age 17, and

Holly McGowan, age 20, confided to elders in the Thompson Falls

Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses that years earlier their stepfather,

Maximo Reyes, had sexually abused them.  Desiring to obey the law, the elders

called legal counsel at Watchtower for advice on reporting obligations.  With no

“imminent” threat of abuse, and with the communications to the elders having

been “confidential,” legal counsel correctly advised that under Montana’s

reporting statute they had no duty to report.

Not until a decade later did anyone know that Maximo was also sexually

abusing Peter and Holly’s niece, Alexis.  In 2016, Alexis sued the Thompson

Falls Congregation, Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses (“CCJW”)
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(a New York nonprofit corporation that assists Jehovah’s Witnesses), and

Watchtower (the faith’s New York entity that retains the attorney who gave

legal advice to congregation elders).

District Court proceedings were marred by a series of critical legal errors.

Alexis did not move for summary judgment on her negligence per se claim for

Defendants’ alleged violation of the reporting statute.  The District Court

erroneously granted it anyway, despite her admission that there were “genuine

fact issue[s].”  Dist. Ct. R. (“CR”) 77 at 14.

The court erroneously held that the attorney in New York violated

Montana’s reporting statute and that Watchtower was vicariously liable.  The

court erroneously held that elders at CCJW in New York violated Montana’s

reporting statute and that CCJW was vicariously liable.  The court erroneously

ignored this Court’s black-letter law by holding that Alexis did not have to

prove that failing to report was the proximate cause of her injuries.  And the

court erroneously upheld the jury’s staggering award of $31 million in punitive

damages—one of the largest in Montana history—despite zero evidence of

“actual malice” and notwithstanding Montana’s statutory cap on punitive

damages (brushed aside as unconstitutional).
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This Court should reverse the judgment below because of these and other

fatal errors.

The elders of Jehovah’s Witnesses obey child abuse reporting laws.  As

shown below, Montana’s reporting statute did not require a report in this case.

Whatever protection common-law duties might have provided, contrary to the

judgment below the reporting statute cannot be the basis of liability.  And even

assuming the attorney who advised congregation elders misinterpreted the

reporting statute, a good-faith misinterpretation of a statute is not “actual

malice” and does not justify $31 million in punitive damages.

III. STATEMENT OF FACTS

These facts are from the record that existed when the District Court

granted summary judgment.  As necessary, facts from trial are set forth in the

punitive-damages section.

Ivy McGowan-Castleberry, Holly, and Peter are siblings.  CR 68, Ex. B:

16:10-23.  Their mother is Joni Reyes and their stepfather is Maximo Reyes.

CR 85, Ex. 1:  134:19-20.  Appellee Alexis Nunez is Ivy’s daughter.  CR 4.

A. Maximo Abuses Holly, Peter, and Alexis

In 1998, Ivy learned that her stepfather Maximo had sexually abused her

sister Holly.  CR 88, Ex. 1:  94:18-22.  Ivy spoke with her mother, Joni, about
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Holly’s abuse; thus, Alexis’s mother and grandmother both knew by 1998 that

Maximo had abused Holly.  CR 88, Ex. 1:  96:2-7.

Around 2002, despite knowing that Maximo had abused Holly, Ivy had

Joni babysit Alexis and her siblings.  CR 88, Ex. 1:  95:2-96:1.  Ivy “was really

hoping” that Maximo’s abusing Holly “had been a one-time incident.”  CR 88,

Ex. 1: 96:10-22.  Joni did not believe Maximo had abused Holly.  CR 88, Ex. 2:

53:10-23.  Both women were wrong, and sadly Maximo abused Alexis almost

weekly while Joni babysat.  CR 77, Ex. AA:  72:1-73:12, 74:16-24.  In 2003,

Ivy moved, the babysitting stopped, and the abuse became less frequent.

CR 77, Ex. AA:  74:25-76:17.

In 2003, Holly, now an adult living in Nebraska, told Joni that Maximo

had abused her in the 1990s.  CR 88, Ex. 2:  89:18-25.  In 2004, 17-year-old

Peter also told Joni that Maximo had abused him years earlier.  CR 88, Ex. 2:

49:7-18; 89:11-17.  Joni confronted Maximo, who admitted touching Peter but

denied any “sexual motivation.”  CR 88, Ex. 2:  51:7-15; 90:11-20.  Maximo

decided to leave the home “so Peter can stay.”  CR 88, Ex. 2:  91:12-92:13.  But

Peter also left the home.  CR 88, Ex. 2:  92:10-13.

B. Thompson Falls Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses

Joni, Maximo, Peter, and Holly (before she moved) were members of the
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Thompson Falls Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses.  Ivy’s daughter Alexis

sometimes attended congregation meetings with her grandmother Joni.  CR 77,

Ex. AA:  66:2-22.  Alexis had no other connection with the congregation.  The

congregation had no involvement in Joni babysitting Alexis.  CR 85, Ex. 2:

52:17-53:9.

Congregations of Jehovah’s Witnesses receive spiritual oversight and

pastoral care from a group of local elders who are “clergy” under Montana law.

CR 77, Ex. B ¶¶7-9; Ex. C ¶7.  Elders give spiritual counsel, hear confessions,

and provide spiritual discipline for serious sins, sometimes resulting in a

member being disfellowshipped (expelled).  CR 77, Ex. B ¶¶7-14; Ex. A ¶¶6-9;

Ex. C ¶8.  Under established Jehovah’s Witnesses doctrine and practice, elders

must maintain the confidentiality of all spiritual communications with members

and other elders.  CR 77, Ex. A ¶ 9; Ex. B ¶8; Ex. C ¶8; Ex. D ¶10; Ex. E ¶21.

C. Confidential Spiritual Communications and Discipline

In 2004, Peter confided in Don Herberger, a Thompson Falls

Congregation elder, that Maximo had abused him years earlier.  CR 51 at 3;

CR 63, Ex. 1:  14:6-15:3.  Peter entrusted this information to Herberger so the

elders could take spiritual action against Maximo.  CR 63, Ex. 1:  45:21-46:10.

Peter believed his conversation with Herberger was confidential.  CR 63, Ex. 1:
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39:1-11, 46:3-8.  Undisputed testimony established that “[i]t is a religious belief

and practice of Jehovah’s Witnesses … that elders must maintain in strict

confidence any church communications connected with spiritual counsel and

advice” and that “[c]ongregation members expect that their communications

with elders will remain confidential.”1  CR 77, Ex. E ¶¶21-22.

Established Jehovah’s Witnesses doctrine and practice require either a

confession or two witnesses before spiritually disciplining an accused member.

CR 77, Ex. FF:  38:2-7.  Herberger contacted Peter’s sister, Holly.  CR 63,

Ex. 2:  193:19-194:9.  Holly wrote a confidential letter to the elders saying

Maximo had also abused her years earlier.  CR 51, Ex. A; CR 63, Ex. 8:  99:17-

101:7.  Herberger believed Holly confided in him “because of the position I

have in the congregation as a spiritual shepherd.”  CR 63, Ex. 2:  196:17-19.

When one of Jehovah’s Witnesses commits a gross sin, established

Jehovah’s Witnesses doctrine and practice require a “judicial committee” of

elders to spiritually discipline the sinner.  CR 77, Ex. B ¶10; Ex. C ¶10,

Ex. D ¶20.  Jehovah’s Witnesses believe confession of sin is essential to

salvation and that confidentiality promotes confession.  CR 51, Ex. E ¶20.  As

1 Notwithstanding this belief, elders report suspected child abuse to
authorities when required by law.  Trial Tr. Vol. I:  200:14-15.
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required by their ecclesiastical practices, the elders confidentially confronted

Maximo.  CR 51, Ex. C:  133:3-9.  Maximo denied most of the allegations, but

the elders believed the victims and disfellowshipped him (expelled him from

membership).  CR 63, Ex. 2:  148:21-25; Ex. 1:  30:14-25.

This process of ecclesiastical discipline is confidential.  Under

established Jehovah’s Witnesses doctrine and practice, “all spiritual

communications taking place during an investigation or judicial committee, are

considered extremely private and strictly confidential by all present, including

the accused congregant and elders.”  CR 77, Ex. B ¶10.

D. Local Elders Obtain Confidential Spiritual Advice from CCJW and
Confidential Legal Advice from Watchtower

Congregation elders throughout the United States receive spiritual

guidance from elders at CCJW in New York.  CR 77, Ex. C ¶7; Ex. G ¶7;

Ex. H ¶4.  CCJW, a New York non-profit corporation headquartered in New

York, supports the religion of Jehovah’s Witnesses.  CR 77, Ex. G ¶¶5-7.

Congregation elders confidentially communicate with elders at CCJW to

receive spiritual counsel and guidance.  CR 77, Ex. T ¶33.  Under established

Jehovah’s Witnesses doctrine and practice, “[a]ll such spiritual communications

must be kept private and strictly confidential.”  CR 77, Ex. T ¶33.
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When a congregant is disfellowshipped, congregation elders send a

confidential “notice of disfellowshipping” to elders in the Service Department

at CCJW who review it to ensure the decision was supported by Scripture and

to provide additional spiritual counsel.  CR 77, Ex. B ¶11; Ex. P ¶¶14-15.

Under established doctrine and practice, “[a]ll such spiritual communications

between congregation elders and elders in the Service Department must be kept

strictly confidential.”  CR 77, Ex. B ¶9; Ex. C ¶¶9-11.  “[T]he religious beliefs

of these elders [in the Service Department] require that any confidential

communications that they may have with congregation elders must be kept

strictly confidential.”  CR 77, Ex. D ¶13.  The confidential notice from the

Thompson Falls’ elders stated that Maximo was disfellowshipped for sexually

abusing his stepchildren.  CR 51, Ex. B.

Watchtower, a New York nonprofit corporation that supports Jehovah’s

Witnesses, maintains a legal department.  CR 77, Ex. Z:  39:7-40:8.  While

congregation elders turn to CCJW’s Service Department elders for confidential

spiritual guidance, they call Watchtower’s Legal Department for confidential

legal advice.  CR 51, Ex. C:  52:10-15.  CCJW is not owned or operated by, and

does not own or operate, Watchtower.  CR 77, Ex. I ¶4.  At all relevant times
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CCJW (not Watchtower) communicated religious policies and procedures to

local elders.  CR 77, Ex. I ¶7; Ex. Q ¶¶5-9.

Under church policy, congregation elders call the Legal Department

“immediately” whenever they “receive reports of physical or sexual abuse of a

child.”  CR 25, Ex. A.  Thompson Falls’ elders called the Legal Department and

were advised by an attorney that Montana law did not require a report.  CR 63,

Ex. 2:  148:10-12; CR 51, Ex. D:  18:2-14.

E. No Evidence of Notice of Risk to Alexis

When, in 2004, Peter and Holly told congregation elders that Maximo

had abused them years earlier, neither gave the elders any reason to believe they

or their niece, Alexis, was at risk.  Holly was an adult living in Nebraska and

Peter had moved out.  CR 88, Ex. 2:  92:10-13.  Joni was no longer babysitting

Alexis.  Alexis’s mother Ivy testified that between 2003 and 2007, Alexis was

rarely around Maximo.  “[I]t was definitely extremely diminished time that they

were with my mom and even less that they were around Max.”  CR 63, Ex. 4:

99:8-100:24.  Alexis did not tell anyone Maximo had abused her until 2012.

CR 68, Ex. D:  79:24-80:3.  Peter was not aware Alexis had been abused until

this lawsuit.  CR 63, Ex. 1:  7:9-15.  Holly “had no idea at that time about
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Alexis.”  CR 63, Ex. 3:  126:16-17.  Ivy did not discover that Maximo had

abused Alexis until Alexis was 19.  CR 63, Ex. 4:  93:24-94:13.

F. Course of Proceedings

Alexis and Holly filed suit against Watchtower, CCJW, and the

Thompson Falls Congregation alleging claims for negligence, negligence

per se, breach of fiduciary duty, and vicarious liability.  CR 4.  In an order

denying a motion filed by Defendants, the District Court sua sponte granted

summary judgment to Alexis on her claim for negligence per se, holding that

each Defendant violated Montana’s mandatory sexual abuse reporting statute.

App. 1 (CR 107).  Before trial, Plaintiffs voluntarily dismissed all other claims.

Trial Tr. Vol. 1:  141:23-142:9.

After a three-day trial, the jury found against Holly and awarded her

nothing.  App. 2 (CR 128).  Having been instructed that Defendants were liable

to Alexis, the jury awarded her $4 million in compensatory damages and

apportioned fault: 80% Watchtower, 15% CCJW, 4% Thompson Falls

Congregation, and 1% Ivy (Alexis’s mother).  App. 2 (CR 128).  The jury found

that CCJW and Watchtower acted with “malice” and awarded $30 million in

punitive damages against Watchtower and $1 million against CCJW.  App. 3

(CR 129).
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Defendants moved to reduce the punitive damages based on Montana’s

statutory cap, MCA § 27-1-220(3).  CR 130.  The District Court found § 27-1-

220(3) unconstitutional and entered judgment for the full amount.  App. 4, 5

(CR 137, 138).

IV. STANDARDS OF REVIEW

1. The District Court’s grant of summary judgment to Alexis on

negligence per se is reviewed de novo. Stipe v. First Interstate Bank-Polson,

2008 MT 239, ¶1, 344 Mont. 435, 188 P.3d 1063.

2. The jury’s determination that there was clear and convincing

evidence that Watchtower and CCJW acted with malice is reviewed to

determine if there is “substantial credible evidence” to support it. Magart v.

Schank, 2000 MT 279, ¶4, 302 Mont. 151, 13 P.3d 390.

3. This Court conducts a “plenary” review of the District Court’s

declaration that MCA § 27-1-220 violates the Montana constitution. In re A.S.,

2004 MT 62, ¶9, 320 Mont. 268, 87 P.3d 408.

4. This Court conducts a “plenary” review of the constitutionality of

the punitive damages award under the United States Constitution. Id.
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V. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

A. The District Court erred in granting summary judgment to Alexis on
negligence per se.

The District Court committed four reversible errors in holding that as a

matter of law Defendants violated the reporting statute:

First, the reporting statute applies only to certain “professionals and

officials,” not institutions or organizations.  MCA § 41-3-201.  Thus,

Defendants could not violate the statute and cannot be liable for negligence

per se.  And because reporting is done to avoid criminal liability and serve the

State’s purposes, not to benefit a principal or employer, Defendants cannot be

vicariously liable.

Second, clergy are not required to report abuse they learn about through a

“communication” that is “confidential” under “church doctrine, or established

church practice.”  MCA § 41-3-201(6)(c).  Undisputed evidence established

that Jehovah’s Witnesses doctrine and practice required the elders to maintain

the confidentiality of the communications at issue.  The District Court’s ruling

contradicts the reporting statute and infringes on the First Amendment right of

Jehovah’s Witnesses to handle confessions of sin and ecclesiastical discipline in

confidence.
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Third, a report is mandatory only when the enumerated reporters have

“reasonable cause to suspect” a “present imminent risk of” abuse. Gross v.

Myers, 229 Mont. 509, 513, 748 P.2d 459, 461 (1987).  Alexis conceded that

there were “genuine fact issue[s] as to whether … Defendants had a reasonable

cause to suspect that there was a present imminent risk of harm to a child.”

CR 77 at 14.  The District Court granted summary judgment anyway.

Fourth, the elders with CCJW and the Watchtower attorney who learned

about the abuse all live in New York.  Their duty to report is governed by New

York law, not Montana law.  A state “has no authority to mandate reports by

adults or agencies in other states.” People v. Lewis, 183 Cal. Rptr. 3d 701, 706

(Ct. App. 2015).  Clergy are not mandatory reporters under New York law.

Attorneys are not mandatory reporters under Montana or New York law.

For two additional reasons, the District Court erred in granting summary

judgment to Alexis on negligence per se:

First, Alexis had to prove that “the [reporting statute] was enacted to

protect a specific class of persons; [and] that [she] is a member of the class.”

Stipe, ¶14.  The “class of persons” protected by reporting statutes is the child or

children about whom a report is or should have been made.  The District Court
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erroneously held that Defendants were liable to Alexis under the reporting

statute for failing to report the abuse of Peter and Holly.

Second, the District Court erroneously held that proximate cause is

established as a matter of law once negligence per se is proved.  CR 105.  “A

negligence per se theory, however, does not relieve a plaintiff from proving

causation.” Stipe, ¶14.  Proximate cause should have been decided by the jury.

For these reasons, the District Court erred in granting summary judgment

to Alexis on negligence per se.

B. The jury lacked sufficient evidence to award punitive damages
against Watchtower and CCJW.

Before punitive damages can be awarded for negligence per se, a plaintiff

must prove by clear and convincing evidence that the defendant acted with

“actual malice,” meaning he intentionally or recklessly violated the statute.

Stipe, ¶¶22-23.  The District Court erroneously held that the Watchtower

attorney and the CCJW elders in New York had a duty to report under Montana

law and that Watchtower and CCJW were vicariously liable for their failure to

report.  But even if correct, Alexis submitted no evidence that the attorney or

the elders acted with malice.  Watchtower and CCJW reasonably believed they

had no duty to report under Montana law.
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C. The District Court erred in ruling that the statutory cap on punitive
damages violates the Montana Constitution.

A cap on punitive damages need only be rationally related to a legitimate

legislative interest to pass muster under the Montana Constitution.  Recognizing

that such interests exist, this Court has held “the legislature may, at its will,

restrict or deny the allowance of such damages.” Meech v. Hillhaven W., 238

Mont. 21, 47, 776 P.2d 488, 504 (1989) (citation omitted).

D. The punitive-damage award against Watchtower violates the U.S.
Constitution.

Three “guideposts” determine whether a punitive-damages award is

grossly excessive:  (1) the reprehensibility of the conduct at issue, (2) the ratio

between punitive and compensatory damages, and (3) the difference between

the punitive damages and available civil penalties.  Watchtower’s failure to

report was not reprehensible—New York attorneys providing legal advice to

Montana clergy have no duty to report.  The 9:1 ratio of punitive to

compensatory damages here exceeds constitutional boundaries, especially

because substantial compensatory damages were already awarded. See infra

p. 53.  Finally, failure to report is a misdemeanor punishable by a $500 fine.  A

$30,000,000 fine is more fitting for a serious felony.  These guideposts confirm
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that the $30,000,000 award of punitive damages against Watchtower was

“grossly excessive.”

VI. ARGUMENT

A. The District Court erred in granting summary judgment on
negligence per se.

In an order denying Defendants’ motion for partial summary judgment,

the trial court granted summary judgment to Alexis on negligence per se,

leaving only “the appropriate amount of damages” to the jury.  App. 1

(CR 107).  The Court’s one-page preemptive order (one paragraph on this issue)

was stunning.  Alexis had not moved for summary judgment on negligence per

se.  On the contrary, in response to Defendants’ motion, she conceded that there

were “genuine fact issue[s] as to whether … Defendants are negligent per se.”

CR 77 at 14.  The District Court’s ruling misapplied the law, ignored disputed

facts, and usurped the jury’s role.

1. The District Court erred in ruling as a matter of law that
Defendants violated the reporting statute.

“A plaintiff must establish five elements to bring a negligence per se

claim.  . . . ” Stipe, ¶14.  The first is “that the defendant violated a particular

statute.” Id.  For four reasons, the District Court erred in ruling as a matter of

law that each Defendant violated the reporting statute.
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a. Defendants are not mandatory reporters.

As institutions, Defendants cannot violate the reporting statute.  Only

specified “[p]rofessionals and officials” are required to report.  MCA § 41-3-

201(2).  No entities, institutions, or organizations are identified as mandatory

reporters.  In Newville v. State Department of Family Services, 267 Mont. 237,

883 P.2d 792 (1994), the District Court refused to instruct a jury that a police

department had a duty to report abuse.  This Court affirmed because the

statutory duty “applied only to the police officers” and not the department itself.

Id. at 807-08.

Alexis argued below that Defendants are each vicariously liable for their

respective agents’ failing to report.  Hr’g Tr. at 33:4-11, Aug. 14, 2018

(CR 113.500).  That argument is contrary to the plain language of the reporting

statute:  “Any person, official, or institution required by law to report known or

suspected child abuse or neglect who fails to do so … is civilly liable for the

damages proximately caused by such failure or prevention.”  MCA § 41-3-

207(1) (emphasis added).  Because Defendants were not “required by law to

report,” they are not civilly liable under the reporting statute.  And this Court

should not use common law to add to the list of mandatory reporters or to create
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vicarious liability. See MCA § 1-1-108 (“there is no common law in any case

where the law is declared by statute”).

Further, Alexis’s vicarious liability argument, which the District Court

accepted, misses a critical difference between negligence and negligence per se.

All negligence requires breach of a duty. Massee v. Thompson, 2004 MT 121,

¶30, 321 Mont. 210, 90 P.3d 394.  Montana’s common-law rule is that there is

“no duty to protect another from harm in the absence of a special relationship of

custody or control.” Krieg v. Massey, 239 Mont. 469, 472, 781 P.2d 277, 279

(1989).  When a statute imposes a duty that does not exist under the common

law, “the duty being a creature of statute, its scope is defined by the statute

creating it.” Rodriguez v. Sandhill Cattle Co., 427 S.W.3d 507, 509 (Tex. App.

2014).  Here, the reporting statute imposes a duty only on specified

“professional and officials,” not on their employers or principals.  Only the

actor who violates the statutory duty is guilty of negligence as a matter of law.

This is especially clear where liability is based on a failure to act and no duty to

act exists absent the statute.  Where no common-law duty is owed, a court
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should not extend statutory liability, even vicariously, to a defendant who owed

no duty.2

Further, vicarious liability attaches when an agent acts “in furtherance of

his employer’s interest,” or “for the benefit of his master.” Kornec v. Mike

Horse Mining, 120 Mont. 1, 8, 180 P.2d 252, 256 (1947).  Montana’s reporting

statute imposes a duty on certain “professionals and officials” but not on

institutions.3  The statutory duty is personal to them, and individuals report

child abuse out of personal concern or to avoid personal criminal liability, not

to advance their employer’s interests.  It follows that there can be no vicarious

liability for an employee’s failure to report.

2 This Court narrowly reads statutes that abrogate the common law by,
for example, creating liability where it would not exist at common law. See
Nehring v. LaCounte, 219 Mont. 462, 466, 712 P.2d 1329, 1332-33 (1986)
(refusing to impose statutory liability where “at common law, no right of action
existed against a seller of alcoholic beverages in favor of those injured by the
intoxication of the purchaser”); Drinkwalter v. Shipton Supply Co., Inc., 225
Mont. 380, 384, 732 P.2d 1335, 1338 (1987) (“Absent a clear indication of the
legislature’s intent to abrogate existing common law remedies, we must
construe new statutory remedies as existing in addition to, rather than instead
of, the common law remedies.”).

3 Other states impose reporting obligations on institutions. See
Mandatory Reporters of Child Abuse and Neglect at 3
https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubPDFs/manda.pdf#page=3&view=Institutional
%20responsibility%20to%20report.
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The Arkansas Supreme Court rejected vicarious liability based on an

employee’s reporting duty, holding that “it is individuals … who are listed as

mandatory reporters,” not institutions, and because reporting is done to avoid

criminal liability, not to benefit an employer, it does not create vicarious

liability. Cooper Clinic, P.A. v. Barnes, 237 S.W.3d 87, 92 (Ark. 2006).  The

same holds true here.  Other claims, such as ordinary negligence, might provide

an avenue for relief.  But an entity or organization that cannot violate the

reporting statute and owes no duty to the plaintiff under the statute cannot be

vicariously liable for another’s violation of the statute.4  The District Court’s

ruling should be reversed.

b. The reporting statute does not require clergy to report if
established church doctrine or practice requires
confidentiality.

Even if the reporting statute applied to Defendants, directly or

vicariously, it did not require a report in this case.  Clergy are “not required to

make a report” if they learn about abuse through a “communication” that is

4 Imposing vicarious liability would create liability against clinics,
hospitals, schools, municipalities, the State, and other employers of mandatory
reporters.  There is no evidence the Legislature intended the reporting statute to
expand liability that broadly.
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“confidential” under “church doctrine, or established church practice.”5  MCA

§ 41-3-201(6)(c).6

The undisputed evidence proved the confidentiality of the

communications at issue under established Jehovah’s Witnesses doctrine and

practice.  CR 77, Exs. A-F, H, J, N, P, T, U.  As one elder testified, without

contradiction, “all spiritual communications taking place during an

investigation or judicial committee, are considered extremely private and

strictly confidential by all present, including the accused congregant and

elders.”  CR 77, Ex. B ¶10.

Suggesting that the exemption only applies to penitential confessions by

perpetrators, Alexis argued below that the communications from Peter and

Holly were not “confidential” because they were victims.  CR 51 at 9.  This

argument has no merit.  The reporting statute protects all confidential

communications regardless of their source.

Alexis also argued that Peter’s and Holly’s communications to

5 It was undisputed that elders in the Thompson Falls Congregation were
clergy under MCA § 41-3-201.  CR 51, Ex. C:  61:16-20.

6 This brief cites to the current version of the reporting statute.  While
numbering has changed, no relevant substantive changes have been made since
2004.
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congregation elders were not “confidential” because they were disclosed as part

of the process of investigating and imposing ecclesiastical discipline on

Maximo.  CR 51 at 6-8.  But “confidential” does not mean a communication

can never be disclosed.  Confidential disclosures to authorized persons are

entirely consistent with the confidentiality of a communication, as seen by how

the word “confidential” is used throughout the Montana Code.

Confidential can simply mean “not public.” See, e.g., MCA § 61-7-

114(2) (“all accident reports and supplemental information filed as required by

this part are confidential and not open to general public inspection”).

Confidential can mean disclosure is limited to those authorized to receive

the information.  MCA §§ 44-5-103(3), 44-5-303(1) (“confidential criminal

information” is restricted “to those authorized by law to receive it”).  The

reporting statute itself authorizes disclosure of information generated from a

report to many people, including the alleged perpetrator, yet declares such

information “confidential” and requires those who receive it to “maintain the

confidentiality of the records.”  MCA § 41-3-205.

Confidential can mean disclosure is limited to parties to a proceeding,

even between adversarial parties.  MCA § 26-1-813(3) (“all mediation-related

communications … are confidential”).
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Confidential can mean information is limited to parties with an interest in

it.  Adoption proceedings are confidential “and must be held in closed court

without admittance of any person other than interested parties and their

counsel.”  MCA § 42-6-101(1).

In the context of a reporting statute, the Minnesota Supreme Court held

that disclosures of abuse within group therapy remain “confidential” because

“[t]he participants in group psychotherapy sessions are not casual third persons

who are strangers to the [psychiatrist-patient] relationship.” State v. Andring,

342 N.W.2d 128, 133 (Minn. 1984).

The communications at issue here likewise qualify as “confidential.”

Undisputed evidence established that the elders had a religious obligation to

maintain the confidentiality of these communications.  CR 63, Ex. 2:  196:1-25;

Ex. 8:  77:15-18, 85:18-24, 99:2-101:7; Ex. 9:  53:23-35.  Peter and Holly

understood that their disclosures would be kept within the confidential confines

of the judicial-committee process.7  CR 63, Ex. 1:  39:1-11, 45:21-46:10; Ex. 2:

196:1-25.  Their mother understood that the process through which Maximo

was disfellowshipped was confidential.  CR 88, Ex. 2:  50:2-25.  The elders at

7 Holly confirmed at trial that she understood that this process was
confidential.  Trial Tr. Vol. 2:  99:3-100:7.
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CCJW in New York maintained the confidentiality of the communications

between them and congregation elders.  CR 77, Ex. DD.

The Legislature’s decision to broadly protect such communications is no

surprise.  The law has long recognized that confidentiality between parishioners

and their clergy is essential.  Thus, “[a]ll fifty states have enacted statutes

‘granting some form of testimonial privilege to clergy-communicant

communications.’” Mockaitis v. Harcleroad, 104 F.3d 1522, 1532 (9th Cir.

1997) (citations omitted).  In nearly half of the states, clergy are not mandatory

reporters.  And in most states where they are mandatory reporters, including

Montana, an exception is made for confidential communications.8  Given this

widespread respect for confidentiality between parishioners and clergy, and

because every faith community has different practices, it is not surprising that

the Legislature would make clergy mandatory reporters but broadly exempt all

communications that their doctrine and beliefs require them to keep

confidential.9

8 See Mandatory Reporters of Child Abuse and Neglect at 3
https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubPDFs/manda.pdf#page=3&view=Institutional
%20responsibility%20to%20report.

9 A study on the effects of mandated clergy-reporting statutes suggests
that failing to protect the confidentiality of disclosures to clergy may be
detrimental to a state’s efforts to uncover and prevent abuse. See Frank E.
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In this case, the only person outside the confidential ecclesiastical

process who learned about the communications was the Watchtower attorney

who provided legal advice.  But the local elders’ confidential communication

with an attorney was itself privileged and confidential and did not alter the

confidentiality of the underlying communications.  A communication does not

lose its privilege “if the disclosure itself is privileged.”  Mont. R. Evid. 503.  To

hold otherwise would prevent clergy who learn about abuse from seeking legal

advice regarding their reporting obligations.

Further, by apparently accepting Alexis’s argument that communications

to Jehovah’s Witnesses elders are not “confidential” because of the manner in

which Jehovah’s Witnesses handle ecclesiastical discipline, the District Court’s

ruling creates constitutional problems.  The exception in the reporting statute

for confidential communications to clergy was written broadly to avoid

discriminating between different religious beliefs and practices.  A narrower

exception that protected confidential communications in only some faith

traditions would violate the “clearest command of the Establishment Clause”

Vandervort & Vincent J. Palusci, Effects of Clergy Reporting Laws on Child
Maltreatment Report Rates, Univ. of Mich. Law School, APSAC Advisor 26,
no. 1 (2014): 16-26.
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that “one religious denomination cannot be officially preferred over another.”

Larson v. Valente, 456 U.S. 228, 244 (1982).

“It is the duty of courts, if possible, to construe statutes in a manner that

avoids unconstitutional interpretation.” State v. Mathis, 2003 MT 112, ¶8, 315

Mont. 378, 68 P.3d 756.  This Court faced a similar issue when it interpreted

Montana’s clergy-parishioner privilege, which provides that “[a] clergyman …

cannot, without the consent of the person making the confession, be examined

as to any confession made to him in his professional character in the course of

discipline enjoined by the church to which he belongs.”  MCA § 26-1-804.  In

State v. McKinnon, 1998 MT 78, ¶21, 288 Mont. 329, 957 P.2d 23, this Court

noted that other jurisdictions with similar language had adopted different

interpretations.  The Washington Supreme Court limited it to penitential

confessions. Id. ¶22.  The Utah Supreme Court applied it to any

communication made for the purpose of receiving spiritual guidance or advice.

Id. ¶23.

This Court explained that “under the federal First Amendment and under

Article II, Section 5 of the Montana Constitution, all persons are guaranteed the

free exercise of their religious beliefs and all religions are guaranteed

governmental neutrality.” Id. ¶24.  To “minimize the risk that § 26-1-804,
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MCA, might be discriminatorily applied,” and to maximize “the federal and

Montana constitutional protections of religious freedom,” this Court adopted

Utah’s “broader” interpretation. Id.

Here, the District Court’s interpretation of the reporting statute creates

the constitutional problems this Court avoided in McKinnon.  If the trial court’s

constricted interpretation of “confidential” prevailed, religions with more

traditional approaches to confession and sin (such as the Catholic confessional)

could maintain confidentiality while other religions could not.

The trial court’s misinterpretation is also inconsistent with the statutory

scheme.  The Legislature created two exceptions.  One protects confessions and

statements the speaker considers confidential.  MCA § 41-3-201(6)(b).

Another protects communications the religious organization considers

confidential.  MCA § 41-3-201(6)(c).  By honoring the religious organization’s

beliefs, the Legislature minimized the possibility of a discriminatory

interpretation and maximized protection for religious freedom.  This Court

should follow McKinnon in interpreting the reporting statute.

In sum, under Montana law, a member of the clergy is “not required to

make a report … if the communication is required to be confidential by canon

law, church doctrine, or established church practice.”  MCA § 41-3-201(6)(c).
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Undisputed evidence proved that established Jehovah’s Witnesses doctrine and

practice required the elders to maintain the confidentiality of the

communications at issue.  They did not have a duty to report and the District

Court erred in holding otherwise.  Summary judgment should have been

granted to Defendants—not sua sponte to Alexis.

c. The reporting statute requires a report only when a
mandatory reporter has “reasonable cause” to believe
there is a “present imminent risk” of abuse.  Alexis
admitted this was a disputed issue of fact.

The reporting statute is triggered by evidence of present abuse, not past

abuse.  MCA § 41-3-201(1).  This Court has held that a reporting duty exists

only when the mandatory reporter has “reasonable cause to suspect” a “present

imminent risk of harm.” Gross, 748 P.2d at 461.  “Reasonableness” is a

quintessential jury issue. See Craig v. Schell, 1999 MT 40, ¶67, 293 Mont. 323,

975 P.2d 820.

The elders were given no reason to believe there was a “present imminent

risk of harm” to Peter or Holly, or anyone else.  Peter and Holly both disclosed

that they had been abused years earlier, and there was no present risk.  Neither

knew Alexis was being abused and neither said anything to the elders about that

possibility.  Alexis conceded that there were “genuine fact issue[s] as to

whether … Defendants had a reasonable cause to suspect that there was a
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present imminent risk of harm to a child.”  CR 77 at 14.  The District Court’s

order granting summary judgment to Alexis ignores Plaintiff’s concession.

Indeed, it does not address this issue at all.  The District Court erred by taking

this issue from the jury.

d. The District Court erred in granting summary judgment
against CCJW and Watchtower because Montana’s
reporting statute does not apply extraterritorially to New
York clergy or attorneys.

The elders at CCJW in New York provided confidential ecclesiastical

guidance to local elders.  Defendants argued that “[t]he laws of New York [not

Montana] govern the conduct of elders who reside in New York.”  CR 95 at 6.

The District Court’s ruling tacitly disagreed.

The Supreme Court has long recognized “constitutional barriers” by

which “all the States are restricted in their orbits of lawful authority.” N.Y. Life

Ins. Co. v. Head, 234 U.S. 149, 161 (1914).  “Laws have no force of themselves

beyond the jurisdiction of the state which enacts them. . . .” Huntington v.

Attrill, 146 U.S. 657, 669 (1882).

Hence, the California Court of Appeal has held that “California has no

authority to mandate reports by adults or agencies in other states.” Lewis, 183

Cal. Rptr. 3d at 706.  Likewise, Montana has no authority to mandate reports by

people in other states.  That limitation does not change merely because a
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Montana resident may be at risk.  “A State does not acquire power or

supervision over the internal affairs of another State merely because the welfare

and health of its own citizens may be affected. . . .” Bigelow v. Virginia, 421

U.S. 809, 824 (1975).

Clergy are not mandatory reporters under New York law. See N.Y.

Social Service Law § 413(1)(a).  Montana has no power to “punish … conduct

that was lawful where it occurred” and cannot “impose its own policy choice”

on other States. BMW of N. Am. v. Gore, 517 U.S. 559, 571-573 (1996).  The

District Court erred by holding that elders at CCJW in New York are subject to

Montana’s reporting statute and that they violated that statute here.

The District Court also erred in holding that the attorney at Watchtower

had a duty to report under Montana law.  Like the elders at CCJW in New

York, the attorney was governed by New York law, not Montana law.  And, in

any case, attorneys are not mandatory reporters under New York or Montana

law.

Alexis suggested that this attorney was also an elder.  CR 77 at 14.  He

may have been, though that was never proved.10  In any case, a duty to report

10 Evidence at trial proved the attorney might not have been an elder.
Trial Tr. Vol. 1:  196:21-197:1.
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arises only when mandatory reporters receive reportable information “in their

professional or official capacity.”  MCA § 41-3-201(1).  Thus, clergy have a

duty to report only when they receive information about abuse in their capacity

as clergy.  The Watchtower attorney received the information as an attorney and

did nothing more than provide legal advice.  That is why the “separate

communications that elders have with Watchtower’s Legal Department” are

“not covered by the minister-communicant privilege” but “by the attorney-

client privilege.”  CR 29 at 10 n.4. If the attorney was also an elder, he did not

learn about the abuse in that capacity and had no duty to report. See People v.

Burnidge, 687 N.E.2d 813 (Ill. 1997) (confession of abuse to a clergyman who

was also a psychologist did not have to be reported); S. Doe v. Milwaukee

Cnty., 712 F. Supp. 1370, 1377 (E.D. Wis. 1989), aff’d, 903 F.2d 499 (7th Cir.

1990) (registered nurse who learned about abuse as a family friend did not have

a duty to report); Doe v. Willits Unified Sch. Dist., 2010 WL 2178943, at *2

(N.D. Cal. May 27, 2010) (teacher who learned about abuse as a parent “and

not in her professional capacity … as a teacher … was under no legal obligation

to report”); Garney v. Mass. Teachers’ Ret. Sys., 14 N.E.3d 922, 932-33 (Mass.

2014) (same).

In fact, a report would have violated the attorney’s ethical duties. See
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N.Y. R. Prof. Conduct 1.6(a) (“A lawyer shall not knowingly reveal

confidential information. . . .”).

Summary judgment against CCJW and Watchtower should be reversed.

2. The District Court erred in holding that Alexis is among the
“class of persons” protected by the reporting statute.

To prevail on negligence per se, Alexis had to prove not only that

Defendants violated the reporting statute, but “that the [reporting statute] was

enacted to protect a specific class of persons” and “that [she] is a member of the

class.” Stipe, ¶14.  She argued, and the District Court agreed, that the “class of

persons” protected by the reporting statute is children generally.  CR 105.  The

Michigan Court of Appeals, addressing this exact argument, “surveyed

jurisdictions” and found “no authority” to support it. Marcelletti v. Bathani,

500 N.W.2d 124, 127 (Mich. Ct. App. 1993).  In Marcelletti, the plaintiff,

whose child was abused by a babysitter, sued a physician who failed to report

previous abuse of another child by the same babysitter.  The court held that the

“statutory reporting duty, with its attendant civil liability,” did not run “to any

other person than the allegedly abused child.” Id. at 127.  Liability is “based on

the failure to report the suspected abuse of that child.” Id. at 128.

In other words, the “class of persons” protected by reporting statutes is

“the child about whom the reporting party is in a position to observe or to know
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anything regarding known or suspected abuse or neglect.” P.S. v. San

Bernardino City Unified Sch. Dist., 94 Cal. Rptr. 3d 788, 796 (Ct. App. 2009).

“[T]he mandatory duty to report extends only to the child who is the object of

suspected abuse.” Arbaugh v. Bd. of Educ., 591 S.E.2d 235, 241 (W. Va.

2003).

In Ward v. Greene, 839 A.2d 1259 (Conn. 2004), the plaintiff contended

that the class protected by Connecticut’s reporting statute was “all of the

children of the state.” Id. at 1266.  The court rejected that argument and held

that the protected class is “children who have been abused or neglected and are,

or should have been, the subject of a mandated report.” Id. at 1269.  The

reporting statute does not “require[] the reporter to provide additional

information about other children known to the reporter to be in the care of the

suspected abuser.” Id. at 1268.

Similarly, in Curran v. Walsh Jesuit High School, 651 N.E.2d 1028

(Ohio App. 1995), the court held that Ohio’s reporting statute “is not …

designed to protect the public at large” but “a specific child who is reported as

abused or neglected.” Id. at 1030 (internal quotation and citations omitted).

And the Utah Supreme Court held that Utah’s reporting statute creates a duty to

“identified children” who are suspected of being abused and did not create a
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duty “to protect children who are never identified as being in need of

protection.” Owens v. Garfield, 784 P.2d 1187, 1191 (Utah 1989). See also

Lurene F. v. Olsson, 740 N.Y.S.2d 797, 800 (Sup. Ct. 2002) (“The mere

provision of a civil remedy for ‘damages proximately caused’ by a failure to

comply with mandatory reporting statutes does not … signal an intention by the

Legislature to impose liability for harm suffered by individuals other than the

subject child.”).

A review of Montana’s reporting statute leads to the same conclusion.  Its

purpose is to engage the “protective services of the state” to prevent “further

abuse” to “these children,” meaning children about whom a report is made.

MCA § 41-3-101(2).  The reporter must provide the abused child’s name and

address and describe the abuse.  MCA § 41-3-201(1), (7).  An investigation can

be made at “the home of the child involved,” or “any other place where the

child is present.”  MCA § 41-3-202(1).  Information gathered can be shared

only with certain officials and specified people who are “responsible for the

child’s welfare.”  MCA § 41-3-205(3)(d).  Thus, the “specific class of persons”

protected by the reporting statute is the child or children about whom a report

was or should have been made. See Gross, 748 P.2d at 461 (“The primary
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purpose of the statute is the protection of the child,” meaning the child being

abused).

If Alexis’s argument were adopted, a mandatory reporter “that fails to

report suspected child abuse affecting one child … could be held liable, perhaps

years later, to any other children abused by the same person …. Neither

legislative intent nor public policy would support such a broad extension of

liability.” Randi W. v. Muroc Joint Unified Sch. Dist., 929 P.2d 582, 595 (Cal.

1989).

The District Court found Defendants liable to Alexis because they did not

report that Peter and Holly had been abused years earlier.  Even assuming for

the sake of argument that clergy confidentiality doesn’t exist, Defendants still

cannot be held liable to Alexis under the reporting statute without evidence that

Defendants had reason to suspect that she was being abused and failed to report.

She made no such claim and there was no such evidence.  The trial court erred

as a matter of law.

3. The District Court erred as a matter of law by holding that
negligence per se subsumes proximate cause.

The District Court erred in holding that negligence per se establishes

proximate cause per se.  CR 105.  The District Court explained that “if the child

is victimized by the same perpetrator who wasn’t reported,” then causation and
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foreseeability are “merged into the duty question” and established “as a matter

of law” by violation of the reporting statute.  Trial Tr. Vol. 2 at 10:23-11:10,

Sept. 25, 2018.

That is not the law.  “[A]s this Court has often stated, liability does not

become fixed upon a showing of negligence per se; rather, there must be a

determination of whether the violation was the proximate cause of the alleged

injuries.” Schwabe v. Custer’s Inn Assocs., 2000 MT 325, ¶27, 303 Mont. 15,

15 P.3d 903 (internal quotations and citations omitted), overruled on other

grounds, Giambra v. Kelsey, 2007 MT 158, 338 Mont. 19, 162 P.3d 134.  “A

negligence per se theory, however, does not relieve a plaintiff from proving

causation ….” Stipe, ¶14.  The reporting statute itself says a mandated reporter

is “civilly liable” only for damages “proximately caused” by a failure to report.

MCA § 41-3-207(1).  Thus, the District Court plainly erred as a matter of law

by holding that negligence per se relieves the plaintiff of the burden of proving

proximate cause.

Nor could the District Court have ruled that the undisputed facts

established that if Defendants had reported, Alexis would not have been abused.

For one, Alexis submitted no evidence of what would have happened if a report

had been made.
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Sexual abuse cases are often based on breach of a duty to warn.  Alexis’s

mother Ivy and Joni, her grandmother and babysitter, both knew about the

danger Maximo posed.  Yet both exposed Alexis to him.  It cannot be said that

failure to report prevented them from learning about the abuse and thus caused

the abuse.

This leaves the speculative possibility that State authorities might have

taken some action that would have protected Alexis.  As the Connecticut

Supreme Court explained, whether a report will ultimately benefit children

“other than the child who has been abused or neglected depends entirely on

administrative processes outside the control of the mandated reporter.” Ward,

839 A.2d at 1270.

If Defendants had reported the abuse of Holly and Peter, the department

of health would have “ma[d]e a determination regarding the level of response

required and the timeframe within which action must be initiated.”  MCA § 41-

3-202(1).  Given that the abuse was years earlier and neither Peter nor Holly

was still at risk, the department may not have acted at all.

Police are only notified if the department determines an investigation is

warranted. Id.  Had police been notified in 2004, there is no guarantee a

prosecution, conviction, or imprisonment would have resulted, or any other
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action that might have protected Alexis.  When Peter and Holly’s biological

father reported the abuse to police in 2007, nothing happened.  When Holly

reported it to the police in 2015, nothing happened.  Trial Tr. Vol. 2:  74:13-

75:11; 105:10-106:2.

Had the District Court not erroneously relieved Alexis of the duty to

prove proximate cause, she could have attempted to prove that if, in 2004,

Defendants had reported Peter’s and Holly’s abuse, something would have been

done to prevent Maximo from continuing to abuse her.  Defendants could have

rebutted that evidence.  And the jury could have resolved the dispute.  No

evidence on this issue was presented because the District Court usurped the

province of the jury and erroneously held that proximate cause was established

as a matter of law. Whitehawk v. Clark, 238 Mont. 14, 19, 776 P.2d 484, 487

(1989) (proximate cause is an issue of fact).  That decision should be reversed.

B. The jury lacked sufficient evidence of actual malice to award
punitive damages against Watchtower and CCJW.

The jury awarded $30,000,000 in punitive damages against Watchtower

and $1,000,000 against CCJW.  App. 3 (CR 129).  The only basis for these

massive awards was the alleged violation of the reporting statute.  Alexis

abandoned her other claims.

Punitive damages require proof of “actual malice,” which arises when the
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defendant “intentionally disregards facts that create a high probability of injury

to the plaintiff” and then “act[s] in conscious or intentional disregard” or “with

indifference to the high probability of injury to the plaintiff.”  MCA § 27-1-

221(2).  The plaintiff must prove “[a]ll elements” of actual malice by “clear and

convincing evidence,” meaning “evidence in which there is no serious or

substantial doubt” about the conclusion. Id. § 27-1-221(5).

When liability is based on a statutory violation, the plaintiff must prove

that the defendant “intentionally or recklessly violate[d] [the] statute.” Stipe,

¶23.  Thus, Alexis had the burden of proving by clear and convincing evidence

that Watchtower and CCJW each violated the reporting statute—not any other

alleged but abandoned common-law duty—with actual malice.  She failed to

meet that burden.

1. No evidence that Watchtower acted with malice.

The evidence at trial established that it is the policy of Jehovah’s

Witnesses to comply with child abuse reporting laws.  Trial Tr. Vol. 1:  241:9-

16.  Alexis submitted no contrary evidence.  Local elders usually are not

lawyers and reporting laws are complicated, especially as applied to clergy.11

11 “Although doctors, social workers, and teachers are typically subject to
blanket mandates, clergymen are usually covered by more nuanced legal
requirements.”  Vandervort et al, supra at p. 16.
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Thus, elders are instructed to call the Watchtower Legal Department when they

learn about abuse. Id. 210:4-11; 254:5-12.  “[T]he legal department tells them

what the law is.” Id. 213:12-13.  Here, the Legal Department advised local

elders that Montana law did not require a report. Id. 227:9-12; 254:2-258:2.

Most importantly, the lawyer did not report the abuse himself, which was the

basis for Watchtower’s liability for negligence per se.  That is the sum of the

evidence submitted at trial related to Watchtower.

Alexis submitted no evidence about the attorney who gave the advice, no

evidence the attorney acted with malice in advising local elders, no evidence the

attorney or Watchtower knew anything about any risk to Alexis, and no

evidence the attorney violated the reporting statute with malice.

At trial, the District Court recognized that the conversation between the

local elders and the Watchtower attorney was privileged. Id. 274:8-17.

Ironically, the District Court allowed the imposition of punitive damages for

failing to report a communication that the court itself recognized was

privileged.

In its order reviewing the jury’s punitive damages award, the District

Court faulted Defendants for “present[ing] no testimony or evidence at trial to

explain the basis upon which Watchtower determined that the local Elders did
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not need to report the sexual abuse of children by Max Reyes.”12  CR 137 ¶16.

But Alexis—not Defendants—had the burden of presenting clear and

convincing evidence of actual malice.

Moreover, the District Court did not enter summary judgment against

Watchtower for giving bad legal advice.  Rather, the District Court held

Watchtower vicariously liable for negligence per se because its attorney-agent

allegedly violated the reporting statute.  There is no evidence the attorney ever

considered the possibility that Montana law might apply to him—it did not.

And there is no evidence he acted maliciously in not reporting.13

12 The District Court adopted, nearly verbatim, the Findings of Fact
proposed by Alexis regarding the appropriateness of the jury’s punitive
damages award, many of which are not supported by the record and depart from
the basis on which Watchtower was held liable, i.e., negligence per se for
failure to report. Compare CR 132 with CR 137.  This Court has “voiced stern
disapproval of a court’s wholesale adoption of proposed findings and
conclusions.” Norwood v. Serv. Distrib., Inc., 2000 MT 4, ¶39, 297 Mont. 473,
994 P.2d 25.

13 Underscoring Watchtower’s good faith is the fact that it previously
sought a written opinion from the state regarding the scope of the reporting
statute.  CR 135, Ex. A.  The Montana Department of Public Health and Human
Services responded by explaining that “[t]here is no duty to report abuse if the
victim is now an adult but the abuse took place when the victim was a minor.”
Id. at Ex. B-1.  An institution determined to maliciously violate the law does not
go out of its way to seek authoritative legal advice.
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2.  No evidence that CCJW acted with malice.

Evidence presented at trial showed that CCJW establishes policy for local

congregations based on the Bible, including policies regarding confidentiality.

Trial Tr. Vol. 1:  207:10-209:16, 235:24-25.  Elders at CCJW received written

notice that Maximo had abused Peter and Holly. Id. 216:10-217:13; 224:5-

226:5.  A year later, CCJW was informed that the matter was not reported to

authorities and that congregation members were not aware of his abuse. Id.

232:11-233:20.  That is the sum of the evidence presented at trial regarding

CCJW.

CCJW’s vicarious liability was based on the District Court’s conclusion

that elders in New York with CCJW violated the reporting statute.14  Alexis

presented no evidence identifying the elders in New York who reviewed the

Notice of Disfellowshipping, no evidence they believed they might have a duty

to report under Montana law, and no evidence they maliciously disobeyed the

14 As Alexis’s counsel explained at the summary judgment hearing, “We
are saying they are [liable] based upon the principle of vicarious liability.  So,
for example, Your Honor, the Elders, the local Elders at Thompson Falls are
clergymen that knew about the abuse.  And we are using vicarious liability to
make the local congregation liable.  [CCJW] have clergymen in their service
department who knew about this, and we’re saying CCJW is vicariously liable.”
Hr’g Tr. at 33 (CR 113.500).
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law.  These New York elders merely provided spiritual advice based on the

faith’s ecclesiastical canons.

What, then, explains the punitive damages awards against Watchtower

and CCJW?  Arguing for punitive damages, Alexis’s counsel departed from the

actual basis for liability—violation of the reporting statute—and urged the jury

to punish CCJW and Watchtower for their religious guidance to local elders

regarding confidentiality and the “two-witness” rule.  They have “policies on

keeping secrets,” he argued.  (So do lawyers, doctors, therapists, and many

others.)  “Those policies come from the very top.  And that tells you what a

very powerful organization this is.”  Trial Tr. Vol. 3:  57:8-11.  Watchtower

was most at fault, he argued, because “they are the ones that threatened the

Elders with punishment from God if they called the authorities after they told

them not to.” Id. 59:24:60:2.  “[R]eligion is a very powerful thing,” he warned.

They “control you with the fear of God” and “that’s how things like this happen

and that’s what happened in this case.” Id. 73:7-11.

Alexis may try to make a similar argument on appeal to preserve the

punitive damages.  But this argument—a blatant appeal to religious prejudice—

was inappropriate for two reasons.  First, Watchtower and CCJW were not held

liable because of their beliefs and policies, but only for not reporting.  Second,
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the First Amendment shields CCJW and Watchtower from liability for their

religious beliefs regarding sin, confession, repentance, and confidentiality, or

for how they impose ecclesiastical discipline.  Branding those beliefs and the

spiritual guidance provided to local elders based on these beliefs as actual

malice transgresses the right of religious organizations “‘to decide for

themselves, free from state interference, matters of church government as well

as those of faith and doctrine.’” Hosanna-Tabor Evangelical Lutheran Church

& Sch. v. EEOC, 565 U.S. 171, 186 (2012) (citation omitted).  The First

Amendment gives religious organizations the right “to establish their own rules

and regulations for internal discipline and government.” Id. at 187 (internal

quotation and citation omitted).  To punish a religious organization for its

religious beliefs plainly violates the First Amendment.

There is a final reason Alexis’s claim of malice fails.  Even if this Court

rejects the arguments in section A.1. above, those reasonable arguments

provided a good-faith basis for CCJW and Watchtower to believe they had no

duty to report.  Massive punitive damages based on “actual malice” should not

be imposed for acting in accordance with a good-faith interpretation of a statute.

There is no evidence, much less clear and convincing evidence, to

support the award of punitive damages against Watchtower and CCJW.  If
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liability is upheld, the punitive damages award must be reversed.

C. The statutory cap on punitive damages is constitutional.

Montana law provides that “[a]n award for punitive damages may not

exceed $10 million or 3% of a defendant’s net worth, whichever is less.”  MCA

§ 27-1-220(3).  The District Court ruled that this statute violates the Montana

Constitution.  App. 5 (CR 138).

A statute is presumptively constitutional “and every intendment in its

favor will be presumed, unless its unconstitutionality appears beyond a

reasonable doubt.” Fallon Cnty. v. State, 231 Mont. 443, 445, 753 P.2d 338,

339 (1988).  The challenging party bears the burden and “[i]f any doubt exists,

it must be resolved in favor of the statute.” Powell v. State Comp. Ins. Fund,

2000 MT 321, ¶13, 302 Mont. 518, 15 P.3d 877.

1. Montana’s statutory cap on punitive damages satisfies
substantive due process.

Unless a statute implicates a fundamental right, it need only be

“reasonably related to a permissible legislative objective” to satisfy substantive

due process. Raisler v. Burlington N. Ry., 219 Mont. 254, 263, 717 P.2d 535,

541 (1985).  Punitive damages are not a fundamental or even vested right.

“There is no vested right to exemplary damages and the legislature may, at its
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will, restrict or deny the allowance of such damages.” Meech, 776 P.2d at 504

(quotation marks omitted).

One purpose of § 27-1-220(3) is to prevent the threat of punitive damages

from driving up litigation settlements.  Another is to protect against higher costs

for insurance premiums and other products. See Minutes of Hearing on SB 363

Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 58th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Mont. Feb. 2003)

(statement of Senate Sponsor, Sen. McNutt).  This Court has previously

recognized that “promoting the financial interests of businesses in the State or

potentially in the State to improve economic conditions in Montana constitutes

a legitimate state goal.” Meech, 776 P.2d at 504.

Capping punitive damages is “reasonably related” to these objectives.

See Arbino v. Johnson & Johnson, 880 N.E.2d 420, 442 (Ohio 2007) (“The

general goal of making the civil justice system more predictable is logically

served by placing limits that ensure that punitive damages generally cannot

exceed a certain dollar figure.”).  One can quibble about the limits the

Legislature chose.  But “this Court’s role is not one of second guessing the

prudence of the conclusions reached.” Satterlee v. Lumberman’s Mut. Cas. Co.,

2009 MT 368, ¶37, 353 Mont. 265, 222 P.3d 566.  Section 27-1-220(3) cannot
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be struck down “simply because [the Court] may not agree with the

legislature’s policy decisions.” Satterlee, ¶34.

Importantly, the legislature holds “plenary power … in determining the

availability of punitive damages.” Meech, 776 P.2d at 504.  The Legislature’s

“plenary power” to decide when punitive damages are available “refutes [the]

argument that [a statutory cap] unconstitutionally limits such damages.” Id.

“[C]ourts have routinely rejected substantive due process challenges to

statutory damages caps.” Wackenhut Applied Tech. Ctr., Inc. v. Sygnetron

Protect. Sys., Inc., 979 F.2d 980, 984 (4th Cir. 1992) (upholding Virginia law

capping punitive damages at $350,000); Arbino, 880 N.E.2d at 440-43

(upholding statute capping punitive damages at two times compensatory

damages); Reust v. Alaska Petroleum Contractors, Inc., 127 P.3d 807, 824-25

(Alaska 2005) (upholding statute capping punitive damages at three times

compensatory damages); Rhyne v. K-Mart Corp., 594 S.E.2d 1, 18 (N.C. 2004)

(same).  Such caps “ensure[ ] that the defendant may still be punished” while

“strik[ing] a balance” that “ensur[es] that lives and businesses are not destroyed

in the process.” Arbino, 880 N.E.2d at 443.
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2. Montana’s statutory cap on punitive damages satisfies equal
protection.

The District Court ruled that that § 27-1-220(3) “denies equal protection

in that it sets up unequal classes:  a favored class (class action plaintiffs) and a

disfavored class (all individual plaintiffs).”  CR 138.

Equal-protection claims entail a three-step analysis. Satterlee, ¶15.  A

court must (1) “identify the classes involved and determine whether they are

similarly situated,” (2) identify the appropriate level of scrutiny, and (3) apply

that level of scrutiny. Id. ¶¶15-18.

(1) The relevant classes are individual plaintiffs and class action plaintiffs

awarded punitive damages. See MCA § 27-1-220(3).  Real differences separate

them.  Class actions involve numerous plaintiffs who must divide any punitive-

damage award. See In re NFL Players Concussion Injury Litig., 821 F.3d 410

(3d Cir. 2016) (class settlement resolving 20,000 concussion-related tort

claims).  Class actions also often involve harm for which higher punitive

damage awards are justified because they affect numerous people. See Aspinall

v. Philip Morris Cos., Inc., 813 N.E.2d 476 (Mass. 2004) (certification of a

state-wide class of cigarette smokers).

(2) Rational-basis review applies.  “A statutory limitation on recovery is

a classic economic regulation … which must be upheld if it is reasonably
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related to a valid legislative purpose.” Meech, 776 P.2d at 502 (quotation

marks and brackets omitted).

(3) Under rational-basis review, the statute must only “bear a rational

relationship to a legitimate governmental interest.” Satterlee, ¶18.  In Meech,

the plaintiff argued that a Montana statute limiting the recovery of punitive

damages for wrongful-employment discharge violated his constitutional right to

equal protection because other types of plaintiffs were not so limited. Meech,

776 P.2d at 502.  This Court rejected that challenge because the state’s

economic interests in limiting punitive damages for this type of plaintiff were

legitimate and its means were rationally related. Id. at 502-05.

Another rational basis for capping punitive damages is to ensure

compliance with federal constitutional standards.  Section 27-1-220(3) protects

the constitutional right to be free from “grossly excessive” punitive damage

awards. Gore, 517 U.S. at 575. See Wackenhut, 979 F.2d at 985 (“a statutory

cap is one factor that might be considered in insulating a punitive damages

award against a constitutional attack”).

Section 27-1-220(3) does not violate substantive due process or equal

protection.  The trial court erred in refusing to apply it.
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D. The punitive-damage award against Watchtower violates the
U.S. Constitution.

The $30 million punitive damages award against Watchtower is “grossly

excessive” and thus violates the Fourteenth Amendment. Gore, 517 U.S. at

562.  “In determining whether that line has been crossed,” this Court considers

“(1) the degree of reprehensibility of the defendant’s conduct; (2) the disparity,

or ratio, between the actual or potential harm suffered by the plaintiff and the

punitive damages award; and (3) the difference between the punitive damages

awarded by the jury and the civil penalties authorized in comparable cases.”

Seltzer v. Morton, 2007 MT 62, ¶151, 336 Mont. 225, 154 P.3d 561.

Far from being reprehensible, Defendants’ failure to report was entirely

defensible.  Defendants had good-faith reasons to believe there was no duty to

report. See Gore, 517 U.S. at 580 (nondisclosure “less reprehensible” when

“there is a good-faith basis for believing that no duty to disclose exists”).

Moreover, liability was based on failure to act, not on malicious action.

Defendants’ non-report was no more reprehensible than Ivy’s failure to protect

her daughter Alexis from Maximo.  The jury awarded only 1% of the fault to

Ivy, who knew the danger Maximo posed yet left Alexis with him.  Joni not

only knew and failed to report Maximo, but allowed him unsupervised access to

Alexis.  Yet the same non-report by a stranger in New York with no direct
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knowledge supposedly justified one of the largest punitive-damage awards in

Montana history.

Watchtower and CCJW were held liable for the same failure to report,

yet the jury assessed $30 million in punitive damages against Watchtower and

$1 million against CCJW.  How is Watchtower’s conduct more reprehensible

than CCJW’s?  Relative reprehensibility matters in determining whether a

punitive-damages award is grossly excessive. See TXO Prod. Corp. v. All. Res.

Corp., 509 U.S. 443, 496 (1993) (describing “comparative analysis” to ensure

award is not excessive).

The second guidepost is the disparity between compensatory and punitive

damages.  The trial court miscalculated Watchtower’s ratio at 7.5:1.  App. 5

(CR 138).  Because Watchtower is responsible for 80% of the compensatory

damages, the ratio was actually 9.4:1.

The Supreme Court has held that a 4:1 ratio is “close to the line of

constitutional impropriety.” State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Campbell, 538

U.S. 408, 425 (2003).  The Court explained that “[w]hen compensatory

damages are substantial” even a 1:1 ratio “can reach the outermost limit of the

due process guarantee.” Id.  Alexis was awarded $4 million in compensatory

damages, a “substantial” amount. See id. at 429 (describing $1 million in
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compensatory damages as substantial); Seltzer, ¶189 (describing $1.1 million as

substantial).  Any ratio higher than 1:1 pushes constitutional boundaries.

The final guidepost is the difference between the punitive-damages

award and civil penalties authorized for comparable conduct.  Montana law

imposes no civil penalties for comparable conduct.  The Legislature

determined, however, that punitive damages should never exceed $10 million.

While this “does not establish a civil penalty for any particular conduct,” it

“does represent a legislative judgment regarding penalties in civil cases

generally, and thus warrants … consideration.” Seltzer, ¶194.

“[I]t is also appropriate to consider potential criminal penalties for the

conduct at issue because these indicate the seriousness with which a state views

the wrongful conduct.” Id. ¶192.  Failure to report is a crime only for specified

professionals and officials.  Most, including Alexis’s own family members, face

no criminal sanction at all.  A mandated reporter who fails to report commits a

misdemeanor, MCA § 41-3-207(2), and faces imprisonment “not to exceed

6 months in the county jail or a fine not to exceed $500, or both.”  MCA § 46-

18-212.  A $30 million penalty is more commensurate with a serious felony

than a misdemeanor. Cf. Seltzer, ¶193 (noting “serious criminal penalties” for
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the “felony” conduct at issue included a $50,000 fine and imprisonment up to

10 years).

Under these guideposts, the $30,000,000 punitive damage award against

Watchtower is “grossly excessive.”  The conduct at issue was, at most, good-

faith nonfeasance.  The ratio of 9.4:1 exceeds constitutional bounds.  The

$30 million punitive damages award is three times more than what the

Legislature believes should be awarded in any case and 60,000 times more than

the authorized criminal fine for the conduct at issue. Id. ¶199.  Assuming any

punitive damages should be awarded, the amount should resemble the award

against others who committed the same nonfeasance ($0 to $1 million).

VII. CONCLUSION

Because Defendants had no duty to report under Montana’s reporting

statute—and because that was the only basis for liability—this Court should

reverse and remand with instructions to enter judgment in Defendants’ favor.

Alternatively, there are at least disputed issues of fact that require reversal of

summary judgment on negligence per se.

If summary judgment on negligence per se is affirmed, the jury’s award

of punitive damages should be reversed because Alexis failed to prove that

Watchtower and CCJW acted with malice.  If punitive damages are upheld, the
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statutory cap is not unconstitutional and should be applied.  The punitive

damages against Watchtower should then be reduced further because even

$10 million is “grossly excessive.”

DATED this 22nd day of May, 2019.

/s/  Kathleen L. DeSoto
Attorneys for Defendants/Appellants
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